
Phys525:  
Quantum Condensed Matter Physics:

Episode 5: PHC as an internal emergent symmetries (ES):  
summary of Haldane model(can also be relativistic) and PHC in SSB states 

 





Tentative schedule I (before the reading break of Feb 20-24, subjected to revisions)


Week one:  
L1: general information on the course


L2: Why emergent symmetries/emergent space-time symmetries?  

       ——perspectives from QCP points of view (I.e. space-time symmetries)

       ——perspectives from Topological point of view (I.e. internal symmetries)


Week two: Emergent space-time symmetries in Quantum Crystals  

L3: Emergent Galilean symmetry near Lifshitz points


L4: Emergent Lorentz symmetry in lattices


Week three and four: Emergent space-time symmetries in strongly interacting systems  
           (Two important ideas) 

L5: Emergent symmetries in quantum interacting spin models: 

From discrete quantum (or classical) lattice models to continuous field theories 

 	 

A) the imaginary time evolution—-the Vac-Vac transition amplitude in Quantum models;

B) the method of Coarse graining spins.


L6: Emergent symmetries in quantum interacting particle models I

 

A) coarse graining quantum particles;

B) emergent symmetries in Bose-Hubbard models: Galilean invariance vs Lorentz invariance.


L7: Open discussions: Emergent symmetries in quantum interacting particle models lI


A)   Emergent locality and causality.


L8: Open discussions: Emergent symmetries in quantum interacting particle models lII


A)  Quantum dynamics of real fermions;

B)    Emergent Lorentz symmetries in real fermions.


Week five and six: Emergent Scale and conformal symmetries in strongly interacting 
systems 

L9: Scale symmetries and basic ideas of Wilsonian approaches to scale symmetries


L10: How it works? Ideas of fixed points and anomalous dimensions


L11: Open discussions: Fermions near Lifshitz transitions with emergent SO(2,1) conformal 
symmetries




Discussions on a more realistic Haldane 
model in honeycomb lattices

• NN hoping only and no internal B field lead to 
an emergent PHC/CC symmetry in addition to  
TRS. Note that PHC is not a fundamental/
generic symmetry of the honeycomb lattice. 

https://journals.aps.org/prl/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevLett.61.2015
https://journals.aps.org/prl/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevLett.61.2015






C is not unique because of additional U(1) 
“chiral” symmetry 





Different limits of the Haldane lattice Model

• With only NN hoping and without magnetic fields, 
it has PHC/CC symmetry and also TRS. (Belongs 
to BDI, chiral orthogonal class). No QHE. 

• Breaking TRS (via NNN hoping in the model+ 
internal magnetic fields) in this particular 
Haldane’s proposal, it also  breaks PHC/CC 
symmetry. Leads QHE. (Belongs to A, unitary 
class).





• PHC/CC symmetry in SSB states (particle-
particle interaction driven) 

Today’s plan



more interesting case:  
PHC symmetry without U(1) symmetry 

via SSB





Examples of interaction-induced EBs

H = H0 + g∫ ψ†σy(ψ†)TψTσyψ





Examples of interaction-induced EBs

H = H0 + g∫ ψ† ∇ψ†ψ ∇ψ



• Emergent PHC/CC symmetries: case analysis 

• A) due to interactions with background crystal 
structures, i.e. band structures with U(1) charge 
symmetries. (Often need tuning!!) 

• B) due to mutual interactions between particles 
via spontaneous symmetry breaking. (Very 
robust!!)


